
 

Looking for a pain free installation? Try this … 
 

1  Don’t try this on your own – two or more are required to install this light fixture. Wear gloves. Do 

 not cut plastic cable ties on opening – read the instructions. 

2  Open the box and lift the ceiling rose around 20cm. Do not raise the rings.  

3 Turn the ceiling rose over so the bundled cables hang correctly. If there is an obvious twist, go back 

and turn again until the ceiling rose has bundled cable hanging without a twist. 

4 Lift the box and contents to the ceiling. Make the electrical connection to the driver. 

5 Fix to the ceiling. Note: Temporarily hanging the enclosure with some cable ties may make 

adjusting wire length easier - your choice. 

6 Lower the packaging and the rings will hang without twist. 

7 Each round ring has two braided suspension wires and a clear 2-core flex. 

 If you have a tangle - undo the hex grub screw where the suspension wires join the rings and 

 remove the two suspension wires. Do not touch the clear electrical flex. This will allow you to 

 remove twists in the suspensions and disentangle the fixture. 

8 You can adjust the height of each ring by changing the length of both suspensions and the electrical 

flex.  

Suggestion: Many find it easier to snip the bottom of the wire suspensions and clamp the cut end at 

the rings. The clear electrical wire must be pushed up into the ceiling assembly. Push the clutch in 

to release (lower) the suspensions. 

9 If you are stuffing lots of suspension wire and clear flex back into the ceiling rose consider either 

lowering the ceiling rose to make this easier. Or use the suggestion in point 8. 

 10 Excess braided suspension cables can be cut. Do not be tempted to cut the 2-core wire unless you 

 are happy to rewire the LED driver. 

 11 If individual rings keep rotating from where you feel they should hang, the individual 

 suspensions are twisted on that ring. Release twists from each suspension (see 7 above) 

 12 Once you are happy with the arrangement remove the plastic film from the rings. 

 


